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This character assessment of the urban design qualities of the suburb of Tawa has been prepared
for the Wellington City Council (WCC) by Wraight and Associates Ltd.
Wellington City Council are considering an area for residential intensification shown opposite based
on walkability to retail, community facilities and bus routes, land values and development economics.
This report suggests considerations that affect the boundary for residential intensification based on
urban and landscape character.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Wellingon City Council’s objective is to encourage appropriate medium density housing around
Tawa town centre.
The purpose of this report is
•

To inform character areas within Tawa.

•

To identify areas that are suitable for medium density housing based on character assessment.

•
		

To identify controls that should be included in medium density housing zoning to
respond to the specific character of Tawa.

		

CHARACTER ASSESSMENT
Both natural and built character elements are used as the basis for this character assessment.
Each element identified contributes towards character, but the character (or identity) of a place
arises from a cohesiveness in the expression of these elements and from the unique combination
of these elements. These elements are listed below.
N AT U R A L C H A R A C T E R E L E M E N T S
		

•

Topography and Aspect

		

•

Green structure

		

•

Open space

		

•

Landmark elements

B U I LT C H A R A C T E R E L E M E N T S
•

Street pattern

		

•

Built form typology and Neighbourhood centre

		

•

Building setbacks and density

		

•

Residential Type and Height

		

•

Architectural Style, Materials and Age

		

•

Built heritage and Landmark structures

SCOPE
This study has been undertaken through desk top study with some field verification.
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Fi g 1. Tawa Subject Area I 1:5000 @ A3
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Porirua stream runs along the valley parallel with the train line (the Paraparaumu line). State
Highway 1 provides the eastern edge for the suburb. An underbridge in the North of the subject
area on Collins Ave (point C) provides access to the east.
Flat land is the most suitable land for medium density building. Predominantly green areas of
the map opposite are too steep to be considered for inclusion in the medium density zoning.
Predominantly blue land in the map is most suitable and therefore should be considered for
residential intensification.
Three aspects dominate the majority of the built environment in Tawa. The western slopes have a
predominantly eastern aspect except for small areas of west and north facing properties. The slopes
along the suburbs eastern edge are predominantly west facing (see image 1). The north-to-south
running valley floor is almost entirely flat and unless located up against the noted escarpments
properties within this basin have views to both the western and eastern slopes (images 2 and 3),
and good solar access. The valley floor areas have the best orientation for intensification.
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Tawa is located within a flat bottomed narrow valley, bordered by significant hills to the west and
east. Two steep escarpments (points A and B) separate the centre of the suburb from the sloping
residential development in its western reaches.
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Image 1: Western hills from the Eastern
hills, valley in between.

WCC preliminary medium
density boundary
Porirua Stream
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escarpment
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Aspect
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Image 3: From the valley looking West.
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Fig 2. Tawa Topography I 1:5000 @ A3
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Image 2: Steep escarpments on Eastern
slopes from the valley.
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Vegetation upon the ridgeline on the western border of the subject area provides a vegetated
forest backdrop. Upon the eastern hills beyond the motorway there is a significant vegetated
escarpment around the Tawa College fields, though the view to the east is predominantly one
of pasture and lifestyle property.
Much of the forest vegetation upon the western ridgeline is under council control, though a
considerable amount of this vegetation both within the western and eastern reaches of the
suburb and on the various escarpments is privately held (image 4)
Within the valley floor of the suburb the vegetation is inconsistent in character with few significant
trees. There is little to no private vegetation within the basin. Exceptions to this includes vegetation
that lines the Porirua stream (image 5) and the numerous established trees within Grasslees
Reserve off Davies Street (point A).

V E G E TAT I O N T Y P O L O G Y
Upon the vegetated slopes of the bordering western hills the vegetation is predominantly
regenerating native bush and scrub. Along the significant ridgeline pinus radiata is the
predominant species. Within Tawa’s western ridges there are plantings of pohutakawas in the
front of properties that should be protected in any residential intensification zone.
Within the basin there are few character species, though a line of pohutakawa on the main road
running alongside Grasslees reserve and a line of silver birch along lower Oxford Street (point G)
have a positive effect on the character of surrounding areas.

STREET TREES
Alongside the significant pohutakawas and Silver birch mentioned above the basin has fairly
consistent plantings of Pohutakawa along the Main Road from the intersection at Lyndhurst
Road through to Lincoln Avenue. Indivudal groupings of significant pohutakawa can be found
on the Main Road outside Tawa-Linden Anglican Church and alongside Catholic Church of our
Lady Fatima.
One significant specimen of Norfolk Island Pine can be found at the intersection of Main Road
and Cambridge Street and one significant gum tree is located at the roundabout intersection of
Surrey and Oxford Streets.
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In the western reaches of the suburb there are several streets that exhibit a more enclosed
character due to stretches of established pohutakawa. These stretches occur along Franklyn
Road and Victory Crescent (image 6).
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Fig 3. Tawa Vegetation I 1:5000 @ A3
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Image 4: Vegetated escarpment
behind Lyndhurst Park
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Image 5: Vegetation along
Porirua Stream.

Image 6: Pohutakawa lined
streets on Victor y Crescent.
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O P E N S PA C E
O P E N S PA C E W I T H I N T H E S L O P E S
In the western slopes there is a relatively small amount of parkland open space. Though Lyndhurst Park
(image 4 and point B) and Hampton Hill school’s grounds provide some open space connectivity between
streets (point C), the nature of the slope and vegetation around their borders reduces the presence
of their open space character to a small surrounding area. Victory Crescent play area (image 7) also
provides a small amount of public open space in the northwest of the suburb.
Other open space exists in school grounds around the valley and within the eastern slopes at Tawa
College and Intermediate schools (point F).
Image 7: Victor y Crescent play area
from Davidson Crescent.

Image 8: Duncan Park from Linden
Avenue.

Image 9: Kowhai Park from Hinau
Street.

O P E N S PA C E W I T H I N T H E VA L L E Y F L O O R
Within the valley floor there are numerous public open space areas. Duncan Park (point D and image
8), Kowhai Park (point E and image 9) and Grasslees Reserve all provide public open space by making
use of the open space surrounding Porirua stream and the railway line.
There is also a large area of underdeveloped land on the immediate eastern and western edges of the
railway line around a large commercial development of big box retail and park and ride facility.

LANDMARK ELEMENTS
The ridgeline that runs the length of Tawa’s western slopes provides a significant visual backdrop to
the subject area. The ridgeline contains a mix of regenerating native bush, scrub and plantation pine.
There are two significant vegetated escarpments that run alongside the main road which act as thresholds
and restrict access into the suburb’s western slopes. They also provide a visual backdrop to the majority
of the basin and provide the area with some green character.
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The Porirua stream has a significant effect on the layout of open space areas and street layout within
the subject area, but the majority of residential properties are orientated away from the stream which
diminishes its importance to the character of the suburb.
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Victory Crescent

OUTSIDE THE VALLEY BASIN
Two street typologies exist outside the valley floor in a mixed typology dependent on
topography. Broad, meandering streets with footpaths and gradual embankments up to
properties characterise the more gradual slopes (image 12). Grassed verges and the absence
of fencing make for strong connections between the built form and the road. Vegetation
is relatively dense compared to the rest of the subject area and gives a green character to
most frontages. Examples of this include Hampton Hill Road (point C and image 12) and
Davidson Crescent (point D). This is a the most common typology found upon the western
and eastern slopes in the subject area.
The other typology found is defined by steeper and narrower streets, with dense street trees
on grass verges and a rather detached connection with properties on either side (image 13).
Examples of this typology can be found upon the southwestern hills on Franklyn Road and
Victory Crescent (point E) but are not overly common within the site.
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Hampton Hill Road

WITHIN THE VALLEY FLOOR
The valley street grid follows the Main Road alignment which bends around the steep
escarpments seperating the western slopes from the valley basin.
The valley has a consistent street typology typified by wide streets, wide footpaths and either
grassed verges and/or large setbacks (image 10 and point A). On occasion this typology has
no footpaths on one side of the street (example can be found at the northern end of Oxford
Street at point B). This typology is the predominant typology within the valley and has a
consistent character.
It is commonplace to see the openness of this street typology accentuated by the lack of
street trees, the low or non existent property fencing and predominantly single story housing
(image 11). Garages are generally located at the rear of properties within this typology
emphasising the width of the street further. This street character is acceptable to include
in the medium density housing zone.
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Image 10: Typical Valley
street character from
Beauchamp St.

Image 11: Typical Valley
street character from
Oxford St.

Image 12: Typical Hill
street character from
Hampton Hill Road.
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Fig 4. Tawa Grid Analysis I 1:5000 @ A3
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Image 13: Enclosed street
character from Victor y
Crescent.
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Small retail, big box retail, professional and community services, educational services and
recreational facility are all found in the subject area in large format buildings.

D

Community buildings, including a large number of churches, the public library, post office,
New World supermarket and Unichem pharmacy are located towards the centre joining cafes,
Tawa retail centre
restaurants, takeaway outlets and small retail businesses (images 14 -18 over page and point A
Large format business opposite). Larger commercial/ light industrial businesses are found at the southern end of the
area
subject area upon Main Road (image 18 over page and point B opposite), big box retail is found at
Tawa Junction
the end of Surrey Street within the ‘Tawa Junction’ wedged between the stream and the railway
Tawa College and Pool (image 19 over page and point C opposite).

E

Linden Ave and
Collins Ave

Recreational facilities including Tawa pool, bowling greens, skate park and netball courts can be
found in proximity to the railway overbridge outside of Tawa College (point D opposite). Other
recreational opportunity can be found in the open space areas described on page 5.
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B U I LT F O R M T Y P O LO G Y A N D N E I G H B O U R H O O D C E N T R E

Along the edges of Main Road, within the Tawa Junction, within the main centre and along Linden
and Collins Avenues where the commercial, retail, industrial, professional and community service
buildings are predominantly located there is a wide variety of building age, use and style that
creates an inconsistent character that is resilient to intensification.

RESIDENTIAL TYPE, STYLE, AGE AND HEIGHT
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Within the valley floor, housing is predominantly single storey detached units with low-pitched
shingle and corrugated sheet roofing (image 20 over page). Housing stock for the most part
consists of state housing with small pockets of 80’s and 90’s bungalows (image 21 over page)
and remodelled state housing. Fences are consistently low or absent but this has little effect on
the character which is dominated by the wide streets. The wide street typology, housing stock,
vegetation, building age and orthogonal nature of the grid ensure that there is little variation in
the character of the area.
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On the Western hills there are several 1960’s state housing developments (image 22 over page).
Whilst highly consistent they have a low built character value. Where flatter topography allows,
properties in this area are single storey (image 23 over page). In the south west corner of the subject
area the housing predominantly dates from the 1970’s and two-storey properties are more common
(image 24 over page). In these areas properties’ living areas appear to be predominantly located
on upper floors which gives added privacy from the street but less from neighbouring properties.
The built character is fairly consistent in these areas and the street typologies vary slightly between
meandering with or meandering without grass verges. On the eastern hills the variation in landform
lot sizes and building age creates an inconsistent residential street character.
There is a lack of variety amongst building heights with predominantly single storey stock within the
valley floor and a mix of single and two-storey buildings on both the western and eastern reaches.
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Fig 5. Tawa Figure Ground I 1:5000 @ A3
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B U I L T

C H A R A C T E R

BUILDING SETBACKS AND DENSITY
Within the orthogonal grid in the flat valley Tawa is characterised by large inconsistent setbacks
and low fences, with garages and other ancillary buildings located at the rear of the section.
Upon the slopes setbacks are marginally smaller, garages are located under double storied
properties removing the majority of unattached garages from the street front. Fencelines are
more commonly setback a few metres from the kerb within the southwestern slopes though
this has little effect on the predominant street character within these areas.

Image 14: Tawa Baptist Church from
Surrey Street.

Image 15: Tawa public librar y from Main
Road.

Image 16: Tawa town Centre with New
World and pharmacy from Main Road.

The density within the subject area is low with built form rarely covering more than 35% of
lots. This is true of property in both the valley floor and on slopes where the predominant
state housing stock has remained unaltered since its original development.

M AT E R I A L S
The lack of building variety and age of the buildings translates in a consistent materiality
within the suburb. In the subject area painted weatherboard is the most prevalent cladding
type. There are also pockets of brick cladding within the valley basin. Examples of this can be
found on Oxford Street (image 21). Roofing within the subject area is a mix of shingles and
corrugated steel sheeting, common of the state housing typology that defines the majority
of the subject area.

B U I LT H E R I TA G E
Image 17: Retail shops and parking in
the town centre on Main Road.

Image 18: Large commercial businesses
at the southern end of Main Road.

Image 19: Tawa Junction accessed via
Surrey Street.

There are two registered heritage buildings in the Tawa area. The Old School Cottage that
sits at 14 Oxford Street was originally the first school built in Tawa and dates from 1860. The
Bartlett Homestead at 26 Oxford Street built in 1862 is the other significant heritage building
in the subject area. These buildings are hertiage protected and exempt from any residential
intensification.

LANDMARK STRUCTURES

Image 21: Bungalows at the northern
end of Oxford Street.

Image 22: State housing in the Western
slopes.

Image 23: Gentler topographer in the
Western slope s allow for single storey
housing to occur.

Image 24: Common meandering street
typology in Western slopes.

Image 25: Catholic Church of Our Lady
Fatima from Main Road.
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Image 20: Typi cal housing stock in the
valley basin.
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There are several churches in Tawa that can be given landmark status due to their unique
spires, towers and built form. Tawa Baptist Church (image 14), Catholic Church of Our Lady
Fatima (image 25) and Tawa-Linden Anglican Church all add significantly to the character
of Main Road in Tawa. A provision should be included to ensure that neighbouring building
heights do not exceed the height of these churches’ main buildings (excluding spires and
towers).
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CHARACTER AREAS
The character of an area is usually defined by its appearance from public spaces, especially streets. The
boundary between character areas therefore usually run along the rear boundary of properties. The medium
density residential zone recommended by this character assessment uses rear boundaries to ensure that
existing and future street characters can be consistent.
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The institutional areas are concentrated in amongst the middle of the valley floor and across to the eastern
slopes amongst Tawa College. These areas consist of a large amount of undeveloped open space with little
vegetation. It is recommended that this area is included in the medium density residential zone.
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The overall character within the orthogonal grid on the valley floor is defined by its wide streets, similar single
storey property style with low pitched roofing and consistent light density. Little to no street vegetation, low
or absent fencing, generous footpaths and grassed berms give a horizontal and open character across the
street. The building stock and wide streets with little vegetation give this area a character that is suitable to
intensification, therefore it is included in the recommended medium density residential zone.

The slopes are another character area within the study. Sloped streets are not the most suitable to residential
intensification. These streets meander within a vegetated backdrop, with relatively low vegetation on street
fronts and a more individual character from street to street than the valley basin. Properties are still
reasonably setback and fences are not common creating an open aspect from building front to building front
across the street. This character is relatively common to the wider Wellington region with similar examples
found in Strathmore, Ngaio and Johnsonville. This area should be excluded from the medium density residential
zone as the meandering streets and wide character would be negatively affected by residential intensifciation.
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The gradual slopes are an anomoly in the meandering slope area. Short streets that run through the slopes
have a character that is more consistent on both sides of the street. Low vegetation, setback or no fences
and low value building stock make these streets appropriate for residential intensification. It is recommended
that these areas be included in the medium density residential zone.
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There are several significant vegetated escarpments privately held within the area. They provide a green
aspect for much of the valley floor as well as being an important part of the defining character of much of
the non-orthogonal slopes. These have little effect on local street character and more of an effect on the
wider character of Tawa. These areas should be excluded from the recommended medium density zone.
T H E R E TA I L A N D B U S I N E S S C E N T R E
This area is defined by varied land use and building size and style. There is little to no consistent character
in the residential housing in this area though there are several churches that should be considered unique
and central to the character of the centre (see provisions on page 10). This area is considered suitable for
inclusion in the medium density residential zone.
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Fig 6. Tawa Character Areas I 1:5000 @ A3
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C O N C L U S I O N

A N D

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

Based on the above character assessment Figure 6 shows the character areas of Tawa and recommends
which areas should be included in the medium density residential zone.

TOPOGRAPHY
Tawa’s character, like much of Wellington, is significantly influenced by its topography. The vegetated
escarpments to the west and hills to the east provide a visual backdrop to the flat land on the valley
floor. The valley areas are the most appropriate areas to consider residential intensification.
Where the slope is more gradual properties have slightly smaller setbacks, consistent building age with
low character value and a character that would not be significantly harmed by intensification. These
areas are therefore recommended for inclusion within the medium density residential zone. Steeper
slope areas are excluded.

V E G E TAT I O N
Undeveloped steep areas have allowed vegetation to grow to a significant height on surrounding hills.
This provides the green backdrop which significantly affects the character of the suburb. At a street level
lack of vegetation at the front of properties is common though vegetation at the rear of properties on
slopes give the meandering streets of the hills a green character. Loss of vegetation due to residential
intensification would have a negative impact on the street character of the meandering slopes of the
western and eastern hills making them unsuitable for inclusion in the medium density residential zone.
On the valley floor there is little significant vegetation that would be affected by residential intensification.
There is a small amount of vegetation at the front of properties, relatively small setbacks and no significant
trees at the front of private properties that affect the overall character of the area. The lack of vegetation
in these areas make them particularly suitable to residential intensification and therefore are included
within the medium density zone.

URBAN STRUCTURE
Within the valley floor Tawa’s urban structure is predominantly flat with a grid of 20m wide streets,
consistent property sizes and a relatively low density. Large setbacks and built form at the street edge
is common though changes in the setbacks of properties should not be considered to have a significant
affect on the character of the grid. Housing typologies are relatively consistent but are insignificant to
the character of the streets. The valley floor grid is therefore included in the recommended medium
density zone.

PROVISIONS
Wide streets, low building density and consistent property sizes make a 10 metre height limit appropriate
for the majority of the recommended medium density zone.
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Tawa Baptist Church, Catholic Church of Our Lady Fatima and Tawa-Linden Anglican Church are landmark
buildings which bring a unique character to Tawa. Building heights around these buildings should be
set to ensure that no buildings significantly obstruct spires, towers or other unique, identity defining
elements of the church buildings.
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